In collaboration with

The Tuesday Flowers
Block 10
10’’ x 10’’ sewing margins non included

General points:
The given measures for the cutting of the background fabric include the ¼’’ sewing
margins, rounded up to ½’’ for both.
The appliqués are made with the traditional method. Add your favorite sewing
margins round the templates.
The measures on the plans are without the stitches.
The cutting:
 With a fabric for the background:
1 square A of 10 ½’’ side
 With 4 fabrics for the leaves and for each:
2 leaves C
 With a fabric for the stems:
1 bias of 7 /16’’ x 32’’ (measures of the bias non folded) which will make the 8
stems B
 With the fabrics for the flowers, a total of:
9 circles D (fussy cut)
6 mm large CLOVER fusible bias tape maker ref: 4011 and the 5 mm interlining
ribbon ref: 4041
CLOVER mini ion 8003EU
CLOVER « Quick » yo-yo Maker ref: 8700 (optional)
BOHIN temporary glue pen ref 65504
BOHIN needles for appliqué n°11
AURIFIL sewing threads matching the fabrics
Freezer paper
Realisation:
Pattern 1: On the front of the square A, by transparence, report the pattern to
applique in the middle

Pattern 2: With the CLOVER fusible bias tape maker and the interlining ribbon,
prepare the 7 /16’’ x 32’’ bias. Cut it out so that you have 8 stems of 4’’ long. Put
them in place. The ends will be hidden by the circles D.
Using the CLOVER mini ion will avoid having to use pins. With a BOHIN n°11 needle
for appliqué and some matching AURIFIL thread, applique the stems B with the
traditional method.
With the freezer paper, applique the leaves C by alternating the fabrics. Their base
will be visible to then be covered by the central circle D.

Pattern 3:
Applique the 9 circles D.
If you want to add some creativity to your block, you can make a yoyo with the
CLOVER machine ref: 8700. Fix it in the middle of the central circle D.
We are now half way there! And we are looking forward to seeing your blocks!!

